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Abstract
The proper vertex amplitude is derived from the EPRL vertex by restricting to a single
gravitational sector in order to achieve the correct semi-classical behaviour. We apply the
proper vertex to calculate a cosmological transition amplitude that can be viewed as the
Hartle-Hawking wavefunction. To perform this calculation we deduce the integral form of
the proper vertex and use extended stationary phase methods to estimate the large-volume
limit. We show that the resulting amplitude satisfies an operator constraint whose classi-
cal analogue is the Hamiltonian constraint of the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology.
We find that the constraint dynamically selects the relevant family of coherent states and
demonstrate a similar dynamic selection in standard quantum mechanics. We investigate
the effects of dynamical selection on long-range correlations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spinfoam models provide a path integral description of the dynamics of loop quantum gravity
(LQG), a proposed theory of quantum gravity. The most widely studied model is the Engle-
Pereira-Rovelli-Livine (EPRL) vertex amplitude [1–3]. However, it has been pointed out that this
model fails to select a single gravitational sector [4] which may lead to unphysical contributions in
the semi-classical limit from configuration histories that do not satisfy the classical equations of
motion. A proposed modification of the vertex amplitude that resolves this issue by introducing a
quantum mechanical restriction to a single gravitational sector has been developed under the name
of the ’proper’ vertex amplitude [4–7].
One of the most important tasks before any theory of quantum gravity is to provide a description
of the universe near the Big Bang singularity, in the regime where classical equations of general
relativity break down. Within the LQG framework loop quantum cosmology (LQC) has seen the
most development. In this approach one starts with a symmetry-reduced model on the classical
level and then implements loop quantisation techniques to obtain a theory of (symmetry-reduced)
quantum geometry. Another approach, that we take in this work, is to start with the full theory and
apply it to a cosmological model. Given the spinfoam dynamics, quantum transition amplitudes
can be calculated, giving rise to spinfoam cosmology. The definition and interpretation of transition
amplitudes in a background-independent theory of quantum gravity is subtle: see, for example,
a recent work on black hole dynamics [8]. Bianchi, Rovelli and Vidotto [9] studied transition
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2amplitudes defined by the EPRL vertex and demonstrated that there is an approximation leading
to the classical Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmology.
In the current paper we investigate quantum amplitudes using the Euclidean proper vertex.
Thus, this work provides another test of the proper vertex which has been previously used (in its
Lorentzian guise) to calculate the graviton propagator [10]. The calculation begins with fixing a
graph. We choose the boundary states to be based on the graph with five nodes and ten links which
can be viewed as a boundary of the 4-simplex. This boundary graph truncates the Hilbert space
of the theory to a finite number of degrees of freedom. The boundary is seen to be a 3-dimensional
slice of a homogeneous and isotropic universe. Then we pick as the boundary states the coherent
states peaked on the intrinsic and extrinsic geometry of a spatial slice of FRW spacetime (such
coherent states were also considered in [11]). These coherent states also encode the quantum
fluctuations around the FRW geometry and their dynamics includes some inhomogeneous and
anisotropic degrees of freedom.
We work at first order in the vertex expansion. The resulting quantum amplitude can be
interpreted as the transition amplitude from a zero three-geometry to a compact three-geometry.
Such amplitude has been proposed by Hartle and Hawking [12] as a quantum ground state of the
universe, termed the Hartle-Hawking wavefunction. We proceed by evaluating the proper vertex
amplitude in the coherent state representation. We estimate this amplitude in the large-volume
limit. This allows us to use stationary phase methods to obtain an approximation for the Hartle-
Hawking wavefunction.
To make a connection with the classical model we show that the amplitude W (+) satisfies
the operator constraint HˆW (+) = 0. We demonstrate that its classical analogue is the classical
Hamiltonian constraint that arises in LQC. The dynamics of the model is found to select a particular
family of coherent states. We shed light on this restriction by drawing an analogy with a similar
dynamical selection in standard quantum mechanics. Then we modify the ansatz to generate
long-range correlations and derive a restriction on parameters characterising these correlations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the definitions of both EPRL and proper vertex
amplitudes are reviewed. In Section III the approximations are presented and the amplitude is
evaluated. In Section IV we analyse the classical limit and dynamical restrictions on the set of
coherent states. In Section V we investigate the effects of dynamics on long-range correlations. We
close with a summary of the results and a discussion of future work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. EPRL vertex
We recall the Spin(4) EPRL vertex amplitude defined on a given oriented 4-simplex. The
tetrahedra have labels running from 0 to 4 which we denote a, b. The boundary Hilbert space
3is spanned by SU(2) generalised spin network states Ψ labelled by spins jab and vectors ψab,
ψba in the corresponding irreducible representation of SU(2), defined explicitly by Ψ({Uab}) =∏a<b⟨ψab∣Uab∣ψba⟩ with a, b taking values in the range from 0 to 4.
Let Vj denote the representation space for the spin j representation of SU(2) which will be
denoted by ρj(g) for g ∈ SU(2) (the j subscript will be omitted when it is clear from the context).
Let Lˆi denote the generators in each of these representations. Let  ∶ Vj × Vj → C be the invariant
bilinear inner product and ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ the Hermitian inner product on Vj . An antilinear structure map
J ∶ Vj → Vj is then given by (ψ,φ) = ⟨Jψ,φ⟩. J commutes with the group representation matrices
and anticommutes with the generators.
Now let Vj+,j− = Vj+ ⊗ Vj− denote the representation space for the spin (j+, j−) representation
of Spin(4) = SU(2)× SU(2) and ρj+,j−(X+,X−) ∶= ρj+(X+)⊗ ρj−(X−) denote the representation of(X+,X−) ∈ Spin(4) (again with the subscripts dropped when clear from the context). Define the
bilinear form  ∶ Vj+,j− × Vj+,j− → C by (ψ+ ⊗ ψ−, φ+ ⊗ φ−) ∶= (ψ+, φ+)(ψ−, φ−) and the antilinear
map J ∶ Vj+,j− → Vj+,j− by J(ψ+ ⊗ ψ−) = (Jψ+) ⊗ (Jψ−). Then (Ψ,Φ) = ⟨JΨ,Φ⟩. Finally, let
Y j
+,j−
j ∶ Vj → Vj+,j− denote the Clebsch-Gordan intertwining map.
A group element Ga = (X+a ,X−a ) is assigned to each tetrahedron a in the boundary of the 4-
simplex. Define Gab ∶= (Ga)−1Gb. This group element can be interpreted for each pair of tetrahedra
a, b as the parallel transport map Gab = (X+ab,X−ab) from the frame of tetrahedron b to the frame
of tetrahedron a.
The imposition of the linear simplicity constraint fixes
j±ab = ∣1 ± γ∣2 jab
where γ is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter. Then the EPRL vertex amplitude for a given LQG
boundary state Ψ{jab,ψab} is
Av(Ψ{jab,ψab}) = ∫
Spin(4)5∏a dGa∏a<b (Y j+ab,j−abjab ψab, ρ(Gab)Y j+ab,j−abjab ψba). (2.1)
In this paper we will use the coherent state formulation of the vertex amplitude where instead
of the vectors ψab, ψba the boundary spin-network states are labelled by the Perelomov coherent
states [13] Cjabξab , C
jab
ξba
associated with unit spinors ξab, ξba. We also define a unit 3-vector nξ,
corresponding to a 2-spinor ξ, by
nξ ∶= ⟨ξ∣σ∣ξ⟩⟨ξ∣ξ⟩ .
For any normalised spinor ξ take
g(ξ) = ⎛⎝ξ0 −ξ1ξ1 ξ0 ⎞⎠ ∈ SU(2).
Then the coherent state Cjξ is given by
Cjξ ∶= g(ξ)∣j, j⟩,
4that is, the highest weight eigenstate of nξ ⋅ Lˆ in the spin j representation. Therefore, the EPRL
vertex amplitude on the coherent states is
Av({jab,Cjabξab}) = ∫Spin(4)5∏a dGa∏a<b (Y j+ab,j−abjab Cjabξab , ρ(Gab)Y j+ab,j−abjab Cjabξba ). (2.2)
B. Proper vertex
When the boundary data defines a non-degenerate 4-simplex geometry, Barrett et al. show
that the EPRL vertex amplitude contains four terms in the semi-classical limit [14]. In a series of
papers [4–7] Engle introduced the proper vertex amplitude and showed that its semi-classical limit
comprises only one term with the Regge action appearing with the positive sign. This amplitude
is defined by
A(+)v = ∫
Spin(4)5∏a dGa∏a<b (Y j+ab,j−abjab ψab, ρ(Gab)Y j+ab,j−abjab Πba({Ga′b′})ψba) (2.3)
where Πba({Ga′b′}) is a projection operator acting in the spin jab representation of SU(2), given
by
Πba({Ga′b′}) ∶= Π(0,∞) (βab({Ga′b′})tr(σiX−abX+ba)Lˆi) . (2.4)
Here Π(0,∞)(Oˆ) denotes the spectral projector onto the positive part of the spectrum of the operator
Oˆ,
βab({Ga′b′}) = −sgn[ijkniacnjadnkaelmnnlbcnmbdnnbe],
with {c, d, e} = {0, . . . ,4}/{a, b}, and
niab = tr(σiX−abX+ba).
The amplitude can be written using coherent states on the boundary as
A(+)v ({jab,Cjabξab}) = ∫Spin(4)5∏a dGa∏a<b (Y j+ab,j−abjab Cjabξab , ρ(Gab)Y j+ab,j−abjab Πba({Ga′b′})Cjabξba ). (2.5)
III. COSMOLOGICAL SET-UP
A. Choice of a graph and the boundary states
Spinfoam vertex amplitudes give path-integral transition amplitudes for fixed boundary states.
To perform this calculation we choose a graph thereby truncating the boundary Hilbert space.
Specifically, we choose a graph Γ5 formed by five nodes connected with ten links (see Fig. 1).
This graph can be seen as the boundary of a 4-simplex. It can be endowed with a geometrical
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Fig. 1: The boundary graph Γ5.
interpretation as follows. Consider a compact connected 3-manifold M with the topology of a 3-
sphere. Then the boundary of a 4-simplex can be viewed as a triangulation of M . The 3-manifold
M represents a spatial slice of a homogeneous and isotropic universe.
The next step involves picking the boundary states. These LQG states should be peaked on
both extrinsic and intrinsic geometry of the 3-manifold and, therefore, are superpositions of spin
networks. Such states are known in the literature [15–18] and given explicitly by
ΨHl(Ul) = ∫
SU(2)N dgn∏l Kt(g−1s(l)Ulgt(l)H−1l ) (3.1)
where Kt is the heat kernel function of the form
Kt(g) =∑
j
dje
−th̵j(j+1)tr(Dj(g)), (3.2)
with dj = 2j + 1 and Dj(g) the Wigner matrix in the spin-j representation of SU(2). Here we
insert h̵ into the heat kernel function to ensure that absolute (and relative) uncertainties in both
area and its conjugate variable have the same dependence on the Planck constant. The labels Hl
appearing above are elements of SL(2,C) and can be written as [19]
Hl = ns(l)e−i(ξl+iηl)(σ3/2)n−1t(l), (3.3)
with ns(l), nt(l) elements of SU(2). In these definitions s(l), t(l) denote, respectively, the source
node and the target node of the link l of the boundary graph.
As shown in [9], homogeneity and isotropy lead to ns(l) = nt(l) = nl and ξl, ηl being independent
of l. Bianchi, Rovelli and Vidotto derive the relationship between the LQG conjugate variables
A, E and the boundary state labels ξ, η. Specifically, after identification of the 3-manifold M
with the group manifold of SU(2), the Killing form q˚ab can be viewed as the fiducial metric and
left-invariant vector fields on SU(2) as the fiducial triads e˚ (with ω˚ the corresponding co-triads).
Then,1
A = cV˚ −1/3ω˚ E = pV˚ −2/3√q˚e˚, (3.4)
1 In [9] the authors use slightly different definitions of (c, p), here we use the definitions standard in LQC. The extra
factors can be absorbed into constants α, β.
6with V˚ the fiducial volume and q˚ the determinant of the fiducial metric, and [9]
ξl = ξ = αc ηl = η = βp, (3.5)
with α, β certain constants. Thus, the homogeneous and isotropic boundary states can be labelled
equivalently by ξ, η or c, p.
Introducing the holomorphic variable z
z = ξ + iη, (3.6)
we can write
Hl = nle−izσ3/2n−1l . (3.7)
B. Hartle-Hawking wavefunction
In [12] Hartle and Hawking proposed that the wavefunction for a three-geometry is given by the
path integral over all compact four-geometries with this three-geometry as a boundary. Spinfoam
dynamics of LQG boundary states allows us to implement this proposal. Specifically, we consider
an amplitude given by the spinfoam formed from a single vertex bounded by five edges (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Spinfoam with a single vertex.
Such an amplitude can be written as a holomorphic function of z
W (+)(z) = ⟨W (+)∣ΨHab(z)⟩ (3.8)
where W (+) indicates the use of the proper vertex amplitude A(+)v . The links of the boundary graph
are now labelled by pairs of indices (ab), with a, b denoting the nodes of the graph corresponding to
the tetrahedra as described in Section II. We note here that this particular choice of the spinfoam
is motivated partly by the fact that the proper vertex amplitude has so far only been defined for
2-complexes dual to triangulations made up of 4-simplices.
7The amplitude W (+)(z) can be viewed as a transition amplitude from a zero three-geometry (a
single point) to the three-geometry specified by z (with a finite scale factor and extrinsic curvature).
It can be rewritten as
W (+)(z) = ∫
SU(2)10 dUabW (+)(Uab)ΨHab(z)(Uab). (3.9)
C. Large volume limit
We will calculate the amplitude (3.8) in the large volume limit. This limit is obtained by taking
p large or equivalently considering η ≫ 1. Using (3.7), we write
Dj(Hl) =Dj(nl)Dj(e−izσ3/2)Dj(n−1l ). (3.10)
In the large η limit, we then have [18]
Dj (e−izσ3/2) ≈ e−izj ∣j, j⟩⟨j, j∣. (3.11)
Therefore, rewriting (3.1), we get
ΨHl(Ul) ≈∑
jl
(∏
l
djle
−th̵jl(jl+1)−izjl)∫
SU(2)N dhn∏l ⟨Cjlξl ∣h−1s(l)Ulht(l)∣Cjlξl ⟩. (3.12)
Here the unit spinors ξl are chosen to satisfy nξl = nl.
Plugging this expression into (3.9), so that the links of the graph are now labelled by (ab)
instead of l, performing integrals over Uab and using the invariance of Spin(4) measure, we obtain
W (+)(z) =∑
jab
(∏
a<bdjabe−th̵jab(jab+1)−izjab)A(+)v ({jab,Cjabξab}) . (3.13)
In the limit η ≫ 1 the Gaussian form of the prefactor picks out large values of jab. Therefore, we
can evaluate the amplitude factor in the large spin limit. Here the large spin limit is taken by
setting all ten spins equal jab = j and scaling j → λj = j0. We will use the extended stationary
phase theorem to obtain the asymptotic limit for large λ.
To apply stationary phase methods, we first rewrite the amplitude in an exponentiated form.
Inserting the completeness relation for coherent states Cjη into (2.5), we obtain:
A(+)v ({jab,Cjabξab}) = ∫Spin(4)5∏a dGa∫CP10∏a<bdµηba
(Y j+ab,j−abjab Cjabξab , ρ(Gab)Y j+ab,j−abjab Cjabηba)⟨Cjabηba ∣Πba({Ga′b′})Cjabξba ⟩ (3.14)
where ηba are unit spinors (that is, for each of the ten pairs (ba) we have ⟨ηba∣ηba⟩ = 1 ) and
dµηba = djabpi Ωηba with Ωηba = i2(ABηAba dηBba) ∧ (ABηAba dηBba). Then, introducing
SEPRL =∑
a<b log (Y j+ab,j−abjab Cjabξab , ρ(Gab)Y j+ab,j−abjab Cjabηba) (3.15)
SΠ =∑
a<bSΠab =∑a<b log ⟨Cjabηba ∣Πba({Ga′b′})Cjabξba ⟩ (3.16)
S(+) = SEPRL + SΠ, (3.17)
8we write the amplitude as
A(+)v ({jab,Cjabξab}) = ∫Spin(4)5∏a dGa∫CP10∏a<bdµηbaeS(+) . (3.18)
At this point the reader might expect us to proceed to calculate stationary points of the action.
However, we still have to show that stationary phase methods are applicable in this case. The
stumbling point is the fact that, while SEPRL scales linearly with spins jab (see [14]), S
Π does not.
In what follows, we show that SΠ is asymptotically linear in spins. We employ a strategy similar
to the one applied by the author and his collaborators in [20] in the case of the Lorentzian proper
vertex amplitude.
Let nνba = βab({Ga′b′}) tr(σiX−abX+ba)∣tr(σiX−
ab
X+
ba
)∣ and νba be the corresponding unit spinor. Define
∣ξ;k,m⟩ = g(ξ)∣k,m⟩. (3.19)
The projector Πba({Ga′b′}) can be written explicitly
Πba({Ga′b′}) = Π(0,∞) (nνba ⋅ Lˆ) = jab∑
m>0 ∣νba; jab,m⟩⟨νba; jab,m∣. (3.20)
Then,
eS
Π
ab = ⟨Cjabηba ∣Πba({Ga′b′})Cjabξba ⟩
= jab∑
m>0⟨jab, jab∣g(ηba)−1g(νba)∣jab,m⟩⟨jab,m∣g(νba)−1g(ξba)∣jab, jab⟩ (3.21)
From this we can use exactly the same argument as in the Lorentzian proper vertex asymptotics
paper and obtain (for the details of the argument see [20])2
exp(SΠab) ∼ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(xab + yab)2λj if ∣xab∣ > ∣yab∣ and ∣xab + yab∣2 ≥ ∣4xabyab∣(4xabyab)λj√
piλj
xab
yab−xab if ∣xab∣ < ∣yab∣ or ∣xab + yab∣2 < ∣4xabyab∣ (3.22)
where xab ∶= ⟨ηba, νba⟩⟨νba, ξba⟩ and yab ∶= ⟨ηba, Jνba⟩⟨Jνba, ξba⟩.
Using lemma 4 and theorem 4 in [20] and the analysis of the critical points of the action in [7]
we deduce the asymptotics:
A(+)v ({j,Cjξab}) ∣j→j0 ∼ j−12N (+) exp(i∑a<bγjΘab)
RRRRRRRRRRRj→j0 . (3.23)
Here N (+) is independent of j and Θab are dihedral angles determined by Na ⋅Nb = cos Θab with
Na, Nb the outward normals to the a and b tetrahedra, respectively. In the case of the regular
4-simplex, considered in this paper, Θab ≡ Θ ∶= arccos(−14).
2 There is a subtlety here in that these expressions apply to the case of integer j. However, similar expressions would
pertain in the half-integer case and, in fact, the resulting asymptotics of the vertex amplitude (3.23) is exactly the
same in both cases.
9Using this asymptotics in (3.13) and defining z˜ ∶= z − γΘ, we obtain
W (+)(z) =∑
jab
(∏
a<bdjabe−th̵jab(jab+1)−iz˜jab)N{jab} (3.24)
with
N{jab} = j−12ab N (+)∣jab→j0 . (3.25)
We can write the prefactor in the explicitly Gaussian form as
W (+)(z) ≈∑
jab
(∏
a<bdjabe−th̵(jab−j0)
2
e− z˜24th̵)N{jab}. (3.26)
This is a Gaussian peaking spins at j0 = − iz˜2th̵ with the spread σ = 1√2th̵ . Given that Re (j0) ∼ η,
in the large volume limit we can therefore approximate the sum by an integral. Performing the
integration, we get
W (+)(z) = (√ pi
th̵
2j0e
− z˜2
4th̵)10 j−120 N (+), (3.27)
and, substituting the definition of j0, we obtain
W (+)(z) ≈ Nz˜−2e−5z˜22th̵ (3.28)
where N = −(64pi)2 ( pith̵)3N (+). This is the Hartle-Hawking wavefunction of a closed, homogeneous
and isotropic universe.
IV. CLASSICAL LIMIT
In this section we will confirm that the Hartle-Hawking state (3.28) satisfies the Hamiltonian
constraint in the classical limit. The Hamiltonian constraint in FRW models is given by [21]:
CH = − 3
8piGγ2
c2∣p∣ 12 sgn(p) = 0. (4.1)
Rescaling by ∣p∣ 32 sgn(p) we have
CH = − 3
8piGγ2
c2p2 = 0. (4.2)
Using (3.5) and (3.6),
CH = 3
128piGγ2(αβ)2 (z2 − z¯2)2. (4.3)
Let us fix t so that z is a coordinate in the phase space with the symplectic structure
ω = 5i
t
dz ∧ dz¯. (4.4)
10
We will discuss below the significance of this choice. Then the Poisson bracket reads {z, z¯} =
it
5 . Choosing a holomorphic polarisation for the quantisation, we get the states as holomorphic
functions of z and, bearing in mind that [zˆ, ˆ¯z] = ih̵{z, z¯}, we define the quantisation of the phase
space variables to be
zˆ = z ˆ¯z = th̵
5
d
dz
− γΘ (4.5)
These operators satisfy the commutation relations. Furthermore, the adjointness condition ˆ¯z† = zˆ
is fulfilled when the Hermitian inner product on the Hilbert space is taken to be
⟨ψ,φ⟩ = ∫ e− 5th̵ (∣z∣2+2γΘRe z)ψ¯φ d2z. (4.6)
It is easy to check that the Hartle-Hawking wavefunction W (+)(z) is normalisable using this inner
product.
If we now specify an operator Hˆ as
Hˆ = 3
128piGγ2(αβ)2 (z2 − ( th̵5 ddz − γΘ)2 + 3t5 h̵ + 4t5 h̵γΘz˜−1 + 6t225 h̵2z˜−2)2 , (4.7)
we can note that
HˆW (+)(z) = 0. (4.8)
Considering the limit h̵ → 0, we see that the classical analogue of Hˆ is CH . Therefore, we deduce
that Hˆ is a possible quantisation of CH . We can conclude that the Hartle-Hawking wavefunction
W (+)(z) describes a state (with the interpretation of the holomorphic variable z as the coordinate
in the phase space defined above) in a quantisation of the FRW model that satisfies the Hamiltonian
constraint.
Let us comment on the fact that we had to fix t for this calculation. The choice of t (and,
therefore, the spread σ) amounts to selecting a specific family of coherent states as the boundary
states for the amplitude. We can interpret this choice as a restriction imposed by the dynamics of
the problem on the allowable set of coherent states. Such dynamic restrictions on coherent states
arise in standard quantum mechanics [22]. In what follows we illustrate this with a simple example.
Consider a quantum harmonic oscillator specified by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = pˆ2
2m
+ mω2xˆ2
2
. (4.9)
Define the creation and annihilation operators aˆ†κ, aˆκ:
aˆ†κ = √ κ2h̵ xˆ − i
√
1
2h̵κ
pˆ aˆκ = √ κ
2h̵
xˆ + i√ 1
2h̵κ
pˆ (4.10)
The vacuum state ∣0κ⟩ is annihilated by the annihilation operator:
aˆκ∣0κ⟩ = 0. (4.11)
11
Let Dˆκ(α) be the unitary displacement operator and define coherent states
∣ψκ⟩ ∶= Dˆκ(α)∣0κ⟩ = eαaˆ†κ−α¯aˆκ ∣0κ⟩. (4.12)
These coherent states are eigenstates of the annihilation operator,
aˆκ∣ψκ⟩ = α∣ψκ⟩, (4.13)
and saturate the lower bound for the product of uncertainties (∆x)(∆p) given by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle. These families of coherent states are characterised by the parameter κ.
It is the dynamics of the harmonic oscillator that fixes the parameter κ. Using (4.11) and (4.12)
and making α time-dependent, we can define a time-dependent normalised coherent state ψκ(x, t):
ψκ(x, t) ∶= ( κ
pih̵
) 14 e− κ2h̵x2+√ 2κh̵ α(t)x−α(t)Reα(t)+iφ(t) (4.14)
where φ(t) is a phase factor. We now impose that ψκ(t) satisfy the Schro¨dinger equation:
Hˆ ∣ψκ(t)⟩ = ih̵ d
dt
∣ψκ(t)⟩. (4.15)
This yields for the harmonic oscillator characterised by the Hamiltonian (4.9):
(− h̵2
2m
d2
dx2
+ mω2x2
2
)ψκ(x, t) = ih̵ d
dt
ψκ(x, t). (4.16)
Solving this condition gives κ =mω. Hence, the dynamics of the problem restricts the family of the
coherent states to the canonical coherent states associated with the quantum harmonic oscillator.
Similarly to (4.15), in the case of quantum cosmology the condition being imposed reads:
Hˆ ∣Ψt⟩ = 0. (4.17)
This condition, as we have seen, likewise selects a specific family of heat-kernel coherent states by
fixing t and, therefore, the spread σ.
V. LONG-RANGE CORRELATIONS
As we have seen above, the dynamics selects a family of heat-kernel coherent states by imposing
a condition on the heat-kernel time t which is equivalent to constraining the width σ of the Gaus-
sian in (3.26). It is natural to investigate whether there is any similar constraint on the long-range
correlations. However, the most widely considered coherent states use the Laplace-Beltrami opera-
tor as a complexifier [16, 17] which does not generate off-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix
between spins associated to different links of the boundary graph. In fact, there is no complexifier
in literature that readily yields complexifier coherent states with long-range correlations (it has
been recently proposed to use ”squeezed” coherent states to remedy this issue [23]; however, these
are not complexifier coherent states).
12
We can investigate the long-range correlations in the present set-up by replacing the pre-factor
in (3.13) as follows:
W (+)corr(z) =∑
jab
(∏
a<bdjabe−h̵∑c<d P
(ab)(cd)jabjcd−izjab)A(+)v ({jab,Cjabξab}) . (5.1)
Here we introduced the covariance matrix P which has the symmetries of the regular 4-simplex
and can therefore be written as
P = 3∑
i=1ρiPi, (5.2)
where ρi are three real numbers and the matrices P1, P2, P3 have the following form:
• P (ab)(cd)1 = 1 if (ab) = (cd), 0 otherwise
• P (ab)(cd)2 = 1 if a = c and b ≠ d (and permutations thereof), 0 otherwise
• P (ab)(cd)3 = 1 if (ab), (cd) are disjoint, 0 otherwise
It is easy to see that this ansatz ensures that the coherent state is peaked on the intrinsic and
extrinsic geometry of the 3-manifold M . The heat-kernel time t has been absorbed into the scaling
of P . Furthermore, this ansatz is analogous to Rovelli’s original proposal [24] used in the graviton
propagator calculations [10, 25–29].
We can rewrite (5.1) in the following form
W (+)corr(z) =∑
jab
(∏
a<bdjabe∑c<d(−h̵P
(ab)(cd)jabjcd−iz′P (ab)(cd)jcd))A(+)v ({jab,Cjabξab}) , (5.3)
where we introduced z′ = zρ = ξρ + iηρ with ρ = ρ1 + 6ρ2 + 3ρ3. This allows us to complete the square,
perform the calculation as in Section III C and obtain (in place of (3.26))
W (+)corr(z) ≈∑
jab
(∏
a<bdjabe−∑c<d h̵P
(ab)(cd)(jab−j0)(jcd−j0)) e− 5z˜22ρh̵N{jab}, (5.4)
with j0 = − iz˜2ρh̵ . Approximating the sum over spins as a Gaussian integral and performing the
integration we get the result
W (+)corr(z) ≈ N ′z˜−2e−5z˜22ρh̵ (5.5)
where N ′ = −(16h̵ )3 pi5ρ2N(+)√detP .
The resulting amplitude has the exact same dependence on z as in (3.28) with ρ playing the
role of t. Therefore, the analysis of Section IV carries through, and we have
Hˆ ′W (+)corr(z) = 0 (5.6)
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for an operator Hˆ ′,
Hˆ ′ = 3
128piGγ2(αβ)2 (z2 − ( h̵ρ5 ddz − γΘ)2 + 3ρ5 h̵ + 4ρ5 h̵γΘz˜−1 + 6ρ225 h̵2z˜−2)2 . (5.7)
As before, it is clear that Hˆ ′ is a possible quantisation of CH and the interpretation of the wave-
function W
(+)
corr(z) is the same as W (+)(z) above. However, now the wavefunction W (+)corr(z) encodes
long-range correlations. We obtain that these correlations are restricted by the dynamics to be
parametrized by a two-dimensional subspace in R3 where ρ1 + 6ρ2 + 3ρ3 = −80piGγαβ3 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we investigated spinfoam cosmology using the recently introduced proper vertex
amplitude. We evaluated the Hartle-Hawking wavefunction as a spinfoam transition amplitude
from a zero three-geometry to a finite three-geometry. To perform the calculation we introduced
a fixed graph thereby truncating the boundary Hilbert space of the theory. On this graph we
considered coherent boundary states peaked on the classical spatial geometry and extrinsic curva-
ture of the FRW model. The spinfoam expansion was approximated by a single proper vertex. We
analysed the asymptotics of the proper vertex for large spins and obtained the associated transition
amplitude in the large volume limit. We note here that this transition amplitude would have the
same functional form if we were to replace the proper vertex with the EPRL vertex because in the
stationary phase analysis of the EPRL vertex the form of the coherent state would select the exact
same orientation as that present in the asymptotics of the proper vertex and suppress the other
orientation.
The amplitude has been shown to satisfy an operator constraint. This operator constraint can
be viewed as a quantisation of the classical Hamiltonian constraint arising in LQC. Note, however,
that the dynamics is rather trivial: the spacetime is flat, which is the unique non-degenerate
solution of Einstein’s equations in the absence of matter and cosmological constant. We found
that the dynamics imposes a restriction on the relevant family of coherent states. This is not
surprising, because such restrictions arise in standard quantum mechanics. We demonstrated
a similar coherent state selection on the example of a quantum harmonic oscillator. We also
considered a boundary coherent state with long-range correlations and obtained that the dynamics
similarly restricts the parameter space for these correlations.
There are multiple avenues for further investigations: one could include matter or cosmological
constant (see [30, 31] for previous work in the EPRL model). One could consider larger graphs
and higher orders in the vertex expansion to check the validity of approximations. Another task
would be to apply the Lorentzian proper vertex to spinfoam cosmology. Since by construction
the boundary data is that of a Euclidean 4-simplex, only critical points in the degenerate sector
are selected [32]. Therefore, the corresponding contributions are expected to be suppressed in the
14
asymptotics of the proper vertex [20], and the calculation will have to include the next order in
the vertex expansion.
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